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Abstract

Human capital theory presumes that skill accredited immigrant professionals can gain access to positions in the labour market to match their skills and qualifications. Thereby, it implies that employers have little power to influence the labour market outcomes of immigrant professionals. Using social identity theory, we examine the influence of similarity effect in recruitment decision making involving immigrant professionals in the information technology (IT) industry in New South Wales, Australia. In a survey of decision makers (N = 331) hiring IT professionals, we assessed how the decision-maker’s need to associate and identify with people that resemble themselves in some way more than those that do not, can influence their perception of the immigrant candidate’s fit into their organisation. In particular, we examined how the level of exposure to diversity and international business practices, the decision maker’s origin and the diversity of the clientele can moderate the assessment of the candidate’s fit to the organisation. From the candidates’ perspective, we examined how the attire, name, accent and any overtly expressed religious affiliations influence the employer perceptions. The findings indicate decision-makers who had lower levels of exposure to diversity or working in organisations with mostly Anglo clients tended to be more concerned of the fit regarding the Indians, South East Asians and the Chinese. They were also more likely to be negatively influenced by the non-Anglo personal attributes during the recruitment decision making process.
Introduction

There is a growing global trend where governments of many countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) are attempting to create policies to limit illegal and low skilled immigrants. These policies are created to encourage the immigration of highly skilled workers who are most likely to have a positive impact on their economies. As a result, tertiary educated immigrants in the OECD countries have increased by 70% in the past decade to reach 27 million in 2010/11, and one-fifth of them originated from India, China or the Philippines (United Nations- Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2013).

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, United States, United Kingdom, France, Netherlands, Germany, Norway, Japan and Czech Republic are some of the OECD countries that have formalised policies and strategies in place to attract highly skilled migrants into their countries (Chaloff & Lemaître, 2009). Such migration programs aim to use skilled migration as one of the human capital strategies that can be operationalised to combat skill shortages (Cameron, 2011). These skill migration programs seem to be founded on the principles of human capital theory (HCT) (Smith, 2011), which assumes that skill-accredited professional migrants will gain access to the labour market and gain a position commensurate with their skills and qualification (Almeida et al, 2012). However, despite the rigorous assessment of migrants’ qualifications and experiences, research suggests that skilled migrants from non-English speaking backgrounds (NESBs) are less successful in finding employment that matches their skills than their English-speaking counterparts (Kostenko et al., 2012). Such
underutilization is common in Western countries, including Britain (Qureshi et al., 2013), Canada (Somerville and Walsworth, 2009) and France (Ramboarison-Lalao et al., 2012).

This study examines the underutilisation of skilled migrants in New South Wales, Australia as an effect of social and group identity using social identity theory (SIT) (Ajzen, 1974; Devendorf and Highhouse, 2008). The paper explores the interrelationship of two factors: employers’ exposure to diversity; and how it shapes their perception of a candidate’s fit based on attire, name, accent and religious affiliations in recruitment decision-making in the context of the IT industry in New South Wales, Australia. Typically, research has noted a positive correlation between how generic interactions with a diverse group of individuals and intimate interactions such as dining with a diverse group of people resulted in better social ability, and higher rates of civic interests (Chang, Astin and Kim, 2004); how increased exposure to diversity can generate more tolerant racial attitudes (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). and how the level of contact can help to reduce hostility toward migrants and promote more peaceful relations through increased inclusive treatment and willingness to embrace minority groups as full members of society (McLaren, 2003). However, there is very little research that has specifically examined how employer or decision-makers’ exposure to diversity can influence their decision making within a work context. We assess the employers’ level of exposure to diversity and analyse its implications to recruitment decision making by using SIT as an alternative to HCT for explaining underutilisation of NESB skilled migrants. While HCT suggests that the power to gain employment lies within the control of the migrant, we argue instead that employers assert a significant power in determining the ability of migrant professionals to gain employment that maximizes their skill utilization.
On the candidates’ ‘perception of fit’, the body of research on immigrant recruitment shows that several factors create a ‘perception of fit’ in the employer’s mind about the suitability of a candidate. These factors can be dependent on non-Anglicised names (Leigh et al., 2009), heavy accents (Creese and Kambere, 2003), especially in relation to Asian accented immigrants (Hosoda and Stone-Romero, 2010), ethnic and religious reasons (McAllister and Moore, 1989) and cultural biases (Watson, 1996; Dunn, 2004; Wong, 2010). For example, Wong (2010, p. 191) notes that ‘…the recruiters examine the immigrant candidate’s expression, communication skills, confidence, grooming, appearance, accent, sense of humour and ability to make small talk to determine their ‘fit’ with the organisational work culture’.

The current study explores the candidate’s attire, name, accent and religious affiliations within a recruitment decision-making in the context of the NSW IT industry in Australia. Our study contributes to the existing body of literature in two key ways. First, while earlier studies (e.g. Lippi-Green, 1997; Carlsson and Rooth, 2007; Hosoda and Stone-Romero, 2010; Ghumman et al., 2013; King and Ahmad, 2010; Oreopoulos, 2011) have focused on the difficulties faced by migrants in seeking employment, the focus has largely been on surface-level factors that do not fully capture why the human capital of migrants are undervalued. This paper provides a more in-depth insight into the factors that cause migrant skills to be undervalued, and in doing so, expands on the limited perspective offered by HCT. Second, by adopting an employer perspective through a SIT approach, this paper represents a departure from the bulk of the literature noted above which has opted largely for the employee/migrant perspective in understanding the migrant skill-underutilisation phenomenon.
Migrant skill underutilization and human capital theory

The assumption of HCT is that job seekers have perfect information, are perfectly mobile, and that based on skills, the labour market treats all potential labour equally (Block, 1990; Evans and Kelley, 1991). The majority of the studies that use the human capital theoretical framework to explain migrant skill underutilization focus on issues relating to immigrants’ qualifications, work experience and language skills. Let us consider each of these three issues individually.

Firstly on qualifications, HCT suggests that the job outcomes of migrants are positively related to their level of education and training (Markus, 2009). However, evidence suggests that skills are not perfectly transferable across countries and cultures (Kostenko, Harris, & Zhao, 2012). Similarly, research has shown that ‘cartels’ have been formed by some professional associations against overseas qualifications, particularly in the areas of nursing and medicine (Chapman and Iredale, 1993; Groutsis, 1998). This means that despite the level of qualification obtained, migrants who are educated in their home country are less likely to gain employment than locally qualified migrants (Qureshi et al., 2013). Further, although locally qualified migrants tend to have a greater chance of employment, their qualifications are still viewed less favourably than those of non-migrants (Parasnis et al., 2008).

Secondly, empirical evidence also suggests that even when qualifications are recognized as suitable for practice within a particular country, employers are reluctant to hire workers without host country work experience (Aydemir and Skuterud, 2004; Bauder and Cameron, 2002; Pio, 2005; Productivity Commission Research Report, 2006). Employers
were identified as risk averse and ‘simply [found] it easier to go for a domestically trained person’ (Chapman and Iredale, 1993, p. 380).

Thirdly, poor proficiency in the dominant language of the host country has also been associated with lower employment outcomes (Aure, 2012; Blythe et al., 2009; Hebbani and Colic-Peisker, 2012; Kostenko et al., 2012). For instance, Dustmann and Fabbri (2003) call attention to the English language skill deficits of immigrants and the tendency for these to result in lower employability and earnings. Consequently, immigrants from English-speaking backgrounds (ESBs) tend to have higher incomes than immigrants from non-English speaking backgrounds (NESBs), in part because of the inferior level of English language proficiency levels of the latter (Birrell et al., 2006).

In summary, although HCT emphasizes investment in education as imparting value to the future worker, it does not directly address the fact that this value must be harnessed in the labour market by employers in order for the human capital investment to be realized (Livingstone, 1999). The role of employers in influencing labour market outcomes of the immigrant professional is therefore not recognized within this theory (Almeida et al, 2012). Consequently, as Al Ariss et al (2012, p.92) note, immigrants’ employment outcomes ‘need to be understood as a relational construct that is at the interplay of individual and institutions and as a multi-layer and multi-faceted phenomenon’ which identifies the need to understand the temporal and spatial context. In terms of this research, we contextualise and recognise the recruitment context and the employers or the decision-makers as key players that can influence the employment outcomes of migrants.

For instance, (Almeida et al, 2012) illustrates how an employer’s tolerance, stereotypes and comfort levels can result in the short listing and selection of persons who
closely match the existing profiles of professionals within organisations. It may be that recruiters, HR professionals and heads of divisions responsible for recruitment decision making are influenced by the ‘similar to me’ effect, where they profile the potential candidate with a mirror image of themselves (Rudman, 1999). To understand this link between employers’ preferences and their perception of a candidate’s fit, the application of the similarity attraction paradigm could be helpful.

The similarity attraction paradigm

To understand migrant skill underutilization, researchers use the ‘similarity attraction paradigm’, ‘homophily effect’ or ‘similarity effect’, which are some of the most examined and robust effects in social psychology (Ajzen, 1974; Devendorf and Highhouse, 2008). The similarity effect posits that if a person has similarities with another, feelings of attraction and favour will be attributed to that person (Byrne, 1971; Montoya and Horton, 2012).

Studies examining the similarity effect are prolific, and meta-analyses generally agree that we associate feelings of ‘liking’, and identify better with people that resemble ourselves in some way than those that do not (Montoya and Horton, 2012; Singh and Teoh, 1999). Furthermore, feelings of liking have been shown to extend to the way we behave around similar people, and consequently affect our behaviours towards them (Roebken, 2010). A study by Caprara et al. (2007), examined how voters cast their votes in a mock election. Their study found that voting behaviour was related to how strongly the participants identified with or felt similar to the candidates. The similarity effect has been shown to affect interpersonal behaviour in a wide range of demographic and belief variables. These include generation, gender, occupation, ethnicity, culture, nationality, race, religion, political philosophy, dress, community type, interests, hobbies and knowledge (Ben-Ner et al., 2006).
Various models have been developed in an attempt to support and explain the similarity attraction paradigm. Of these explanations, Byrnes’ effectance motive explanation, the information processing model and Social Identity Theory (SIT) appear to be the most popular (Ben-Ner et al., 2006; Byrne, 1971; Montoya and Horton, 2012). This paper specifically focuses on SIT to make sense of the issue of employer perceptions regarding the migrant fit into the Australian workplace.

Social identity theory (SIT)
One of the more well-known theories used to describe the similarity effect is SIT (Ashforth and Mael, 1989). This theory relies on observations that people tend to align themselves into social groups and categories (Baruch and Peiperl, 2000), including those relating to age, gender and ethnicity (Goldberg et al., 2010; Sacco et al., 2003). Evolutionary theorists suggest that this tendency towards group affiliation is an innate drive that most humans possess (Ben-Ner et al., 2006), and that it gives us physical security, and therefore provides a distinct evolutionary advantage towards survival and social fit.

By attributing importance to ‘group’, there is a tendency for people to distinguish between those in the same group as one, and those that are not. This is the in-group/out-group distinction (Goldberg, 2005). Individuals are more likely to identify with their in-group (those with whom they share similarities), while not identifying with their out-group (those to whom they are dissimilar). Healthy identification with one’s in-group promotes positive self-regard, which acts as a motivational factor. In comparison, over-identification with an in-group, leads to out-group hatred. In-group/out-group dynamics play a role in the development and maintenance of prejudices. For example, when an out-group is slurred, the collective identification with an in-group is triggered, which in turn leads to idealised comparisons of the in-group to the slurred out-group. This triggering of collective identity promotes
depersonalisation of an out-group, leading to prejudice (Aviram, 2007). The strength of the similarity effect may depend heavily on the context of the situation in which individuals meet (Ben-Ner et al., 2006; Guest and Conway, 2002). For example, the similarity effect has shown to be the strongest in short interactions or when first meeting someone, but this effect is also shown to dissipate over the duration of a relationship (Montoya et al., 2008; Sacco et al., 2003). It is important that the context of the relationship is considered when looking for the similarity effect, because certain attributes may be more salient in different environments.

Similarity effect in recruitment

One environment in which the similarity effect may be particularly relevant is in the workforce, specifically with regard to workforce recruitment where decision makers must gain an impression of a job applicant within a limited time frame. Schneider (1987) proposes an attraction-selection-attrition framework in which similarity between employers and employees has consequences for the three stages of the employment relationship. In support of this meta-analysis, Sacco et al. (2003) state that perceived homogeneity makes communication easier, increases trust and makes behaviour more predictable; variables which are vital within a job interview context.

Although the attributes relating to ethnicity, religion and dress have all been identified as features implicit in the similarity effect and the way we regard ourselves and others (Ben-Ner et al., 2006), the number of studies and the reliability of study findings conducted on the similarity effect in relation to job recruitment is relatively limited. In this paper, we aim to address this gap by examining the role of accent, attire, non-Anglo names and religion in the context of migrant recruitment specifically in relation to the IT employers in the state of NSW of Australia.
**Accent**

Foreign accents have been shown to play a significant role in relation to employment-related decisions. In the context of job interviews in the United States, Hosoda and Stone-Romero (2010) found that applicants for high and low status jobs were treated differently, depending on their accent. For example, those with strong Japanese accents were less likely to be hired to low status jobs with high communication requirements.

Similarly, Deprez-Sims and Morris (2010) found that when two similarly qualified candidates applied for a job, those with a non-Anglo accent were less likely to be perceived as suitable for the job, and as a result, were less likely to be hired. The authors argue that this might be a result of rater–applicant similarity, in which similarity regarding demographic variables tends to inflate raters’ judgements about job competence and suitability. More recently, research conducted by Rakic et al. (2011) in Germany supports the notion that speakers with regional accents are perceived as lacking in competence or motivation or effort to speak the standard German language.

Evidence also suggests that job applicants with heavy non-Anglo accents are less likely to be recruited for jobs despite having the relevant qualifications in most Western countries that have a formal migration program. This may be more true for those jobs where communication is central to, and may also be influenced by the similarity effect between the job applicant and the decision maker, because accent is often used as a cue for group membership (Kim et al., 2011). Therefore, we aim to examine how accent can influence the recruitment decision making specifically in relation to the IT employers in the NSW region of Australia. The following hypothesis is proposed:
Hypothesis 1: Favourable recruitment decisions concerning the perception of fit of particular migrant ethnic candidates are negatively related to heavy accents.

**Attire**

Kang et al. (2011) suggest that recruitment decision makers in human resources often hire in the best interest of the employer, which includes selecting candidates that make the company look good in terms of how its employers present themselves. This is a form of in-group/out-group discrimination in which the in-group strives to keep a positive self-image via homophily, preferring those applicants that dress in line with the image of current employees. There is also support for the notion that dress may be used to enhance perceptions of trust, professionalism and responsibility (Trautner and Kwan, 2010). Consequently, it might be possible that applicants that dress in non-Western attire to job interviews may be treated unfavourably because they are part of an out-group.

There appears to be very little empirical evidence to support the notion that foreign attire affects recruitment bias based on similarity effect. One study conducted by Hensley (1981) shows that females at an airport were more likely to be given a coin to complete a telephone call if they dressed well, and were even more likely to be given money from those that were dressed similarly. However, the sample size for this study was very small, so results may be questionable. Overall, there has been little research on the issue of attire in both the context of the similarity effect and workplace recruitment. This area of study requires more attention, particularly given that foreign attire in the Western workplace is becoming more commonplace. Therefore, we aim to examine how non-Western attire can influence the recruitment decision making specifically in relation to the IT employers in the NSW region of Australia. The following hypothesis is proposed:
Hypothesis 2: Favourable recruitment decisions concerning the perception of fit of particular migrant ethnic candidates are negatively related to having non-Western attire.

Non-Anglo names

A Swedish field experiment (Carlsson and Rooth, 2007) sent identical resumes to job openings with the only difference being the name of the applicant. They found that applicants with Arab/Muslim-sounding names were significantly less likely to be called for an interview than other applicants. The researchers suggest that recruiters were engaging in a form of implicit discrimination and stereotyping of those with Arabic names.

Similarly, a recent Canadian study by Oreopoulos (2011) found that Canadian-born individuals with English-sounding names were much more likely to receive a call back for a job interview after sending their resumes than foreign-born individuals, even if these individuals had foreign degrees from highly selective schools or similar previous work experience. When employers were asked why this was the case they responded that ‘name was used as an interpretation of critical language skills’. People with foreign names were therefore avoided by decision makers in order to reduce the chance of ‘bad hires’.

In Australia, an experiment conducted by Leigh et al. (2009) demonstrates how minorities fared better in the labour market if they Anglicized their names. Similarly, (Author) found that the name of the immigrant is a significant personal attribute that influences the employer evaluation of immigrant professionals in regional Australia during the recruitment evaluation phase. Therefore, we aim to examine how the non-Anglo name of a skilled migrant candidate can influence the recruitment decision making specifically in
relation to the IT employers in the NSW region of Australia. The following hypothesis is proposed:

_Hypothesis 3: Favourable recruitment decisions concerning the perception of fit of particular migrant ethnic candidates are negatively related to non-Anglo names._

**Religion**

Although there is a large amount literature regarding religious discrimination in the workplace (particularly in the US), there is very little to suggest that religious preference effects employee recruitment. Ghumman (2013) explains that hiring prejudices may exist towards religious groups because certain religious beliefs of applicants could pose challenges to the smooth functioning of the organisation. This is especially apparent in observable religious beliefs such as wearing a religious head-dress (Ball and Haque, 2003).

Employment decisions based on religious discrimination might also be supported by the similarity effect. Early research in the US by Marx and Spray (1972) suggests that mutually shared religious orientations provide interpersonal relationships with a bond that may be very important for certain individuals. Specifically, therapists in the mental health field seem to prefer patients who share their religious beliefs; however, whether or not this effect extends to the employer–employee relationship is uncertain. More recently, Ghumman et al. (2013) explained that organisations affiliated to particular religions may hire employees that display and share similar religious beliefs. Meta-reviews on the similarity effect describe religion as a significant moderator of liking when religion is common between two people (Ben-Ner et al., 2006). Finally, McPherson et al. (2001) describe that religious homophily is especially prevalent in societies with religious diversity, which is especially relevant in
today’s workforce, where ethnic and religious diversity is expanding. Although Australia is a secular society, we believe that Australian decision makers will be influenced by the overtly displayed religious affiliations of candidates during the recruitment process. Therefore, we aim to examine how the overtly expressed religious affiliation of a skilled migrant candidate can influence the recruitment decision making of IT employers in the NSW region of Australia. The following hypothesis is proposed:

**Hypothesis 4:** Favourable recruitment decisions concerning the perception of fit of particular migrant ethnic candidates are negatively related to overtly displayed religious affiliations.

Based on the above hypothesized relationships, the following figure representing the variables can be presented:

< insert Figure 1 near here >

**Methodology**

**Context**

Australia has come to rely heavily upon the skills of migrants in several key industries; information, communication and technology (ICT) being one of those (Department of Education Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR), 2012). Australia’s permanent residence migration program has been designed as a gateway to gap these much needed skills in Australia. This permanent skill migration program consists of two streams. These are the Family Stream, which allows for the migration of immediate family members of current residents, and the Skill Stream, which grants visas based on how well an individual’s skills, entrepreneurship and capabilities are able to benefit the Australian economy (DIC, 2012).
The 2011-12 for the Australian migration program was one of the largest to date, with an additional 16,300 places added to the program in 2011-12 (DIC, 2013). The Skill Stream made up the majority of the migration program in 2011-12, with 125,755 places filled compared to 58,604 places in the Family Stream (DIC, 2013). In terms of ICT skilled migrants, 17 percent of total permanent arrivals in Australia were computer professionals pre-migration and 12 percent were noted as working in this field, post-migration (Hawthorne, 2011).

The top three source countries for the 2011-12 Australian migration program were India (29,018 places), the People’s Republic of China (25,509 places) and the United Kingdom (25,274). This was followed by the Philippines (12,933 places) and South Africa (7,640 places), with other countries making up the remaining 84,624 visas (DIC, 2012).

Alternatively, temporary migration is possible through the temporary residents program, which selects migrants for specific purposes based on their potential contribution to Australia. The majority of skilled temporary residents migrate on the Temporary Business (Long Stay) (subclass 457) visa and is now forming a larger part of the Australian temporary resident program than in previous years. However, this paper will specifically focus on the permanent skill migrants.

**Sample**

An email inviting participation in an online survey questionnaire was sent out selectively to 6500 HR professionals and recruitment decision makers from various organisations located in the state of New South Wales, Australia. Of the emails, approximately 20-25% returned due to bad email addresses or change of jobs. There was another 10% returned emails noting that the recipient is on leave. The invitees were accessed through the client database of Change
Recruitment\textsuperscript{1}, a Sydney-based HR services company specializing in the recruitment of IT personnel. Consequently, it is a selective sample that covered one occupational group in one specific region in Australia. The questionnaire was completed by 428 respondents. Prior to analysis, 75 respondents were excluded because their responses had significant missing data (> 75\%) beyond basic demographic questions. A further 22 responses had missing data, typically in the dependent variable, perception of fit (POF). To address this issue, list-wise comparisons were applied to all analyses with missing data so that respondents with missing data were excluded from the relevant analysis. The use of list-wise deletion of missing data is appropriate when the loss of data is small and when the sample size is large (Marsh, 1998). As a failsafe measure, tests were carried out between respondents with and without missing data to check whether the two groups differed significantly on any demographic measure. They were found to be statistically similar on all demographic measures, thus it was deemed justified that these responses with missing data were excluded from the analyses. Thus a total of 97 responses were deleted due to missing data resulting in a final total of 331 usable surveys. The low response rate can be attributed to several reasons.

First, the time at which the emails were sent out could have limited the response rate. The emails were sent out during the last week of November and early weeks of December. Some of the executives could have been on leave until after mid-January due to the Australia Day holiday celebrations. It is possible that recipients when clearing their large unattended inboxes after their return to work deleted emails requesting their participation in the survey.

\textsuperscript{1} Name changed to conceal identity.
Second, it is well-documented that the respondents’ willingness to complete a survey depends on the topic of the study especially when the recipients are members of a senior management team (Geer et al, 2000). Some questions in the survey required responses to sensitive and potentially controversial topics. It is likely that those who chose to not respond to the survey considered the research too sensitive and the respondents may not have wanted to disclose personal and organisational biases or attitudes towards particular groups. This could be due to factors such as the confidentiality of information or concerns regarding how the ethical behaviour required by organisational rules and culture may be perceived by members of the public. Several email recipients contacted the researchers via email indicating that they do not want to proceed with the survey due to the above mentioned reasons.

Third, the survey targeted senior managers who are responsible for recruitment policymaking and decisions. Reasons such as their stressful work role, as well as company rules and policies can negatively influence senior managers’ likelihood of responding to the survey (Geer et al, 2000) which then reduces the response rate of senior managers in comparison to the response rate of the consumer populations (Baruch and Holtom, 2008; Geer et al, 2000) and student populations.

The demographic details of the sample are shown in Table 1.

< insert Table 1 near here >

It is also important to note that most of the respondents who participated in the survey could have been either first, second or third generation immigrants or had some form of affiliation with minority ethnic groups. This point was indicative from the positive feedback received by researchers from several survey participants. The participants’ level of empathy to the issues concerning the ethnic minority groups or their level of familiarity with issues concerning the topic of the survey could have prompted this positive feedback. One of the
questions in the survey was to indicate the ability to participate in an interview for a follow-up qualitative study. To date, 25 executives have indicated their willingness to participate in a follow-up interview. Of the 25 people, 10 executives could be classified as Anglo Australian, others were first and second generation Anglo and ethnic minority immigrants. Many of the Anglo Australians who participated in the interviews had either worked in other countries or had close relationships (i.e., spouse or close friend) with persons who originated from a minority ethnic group.

All participants in the survey were promised anonymity. No personal details or the organisational name were requested. However, an email address was requested if the participant was willing to be interviewed at a later date.

**The questionnaire**

The questionnaire included the measure of the variables of accent, attire, non-Anglo names, religious affiliation and POF. The survey items were developed from a literature review and field interviews of HR professionals (see Author). These survey items were then reviewed by three independent HR managers and two senior HR professors with over 20 years of experience in HR research.

Recruitment decision makers’ POF of particular ethnic groups was measured through a four-point Likert scale (1 being ‘strongly disagree’ and 4 ‘strongly agree’). POF was measured using 13 items related to four domains: immigrant candidate’s qualifications, work experience, communication skills and personal attributes. The measure had good reliability, as determined by the Cronbach alpha statistic of internal consistency ($\alpha = 0.84$).

Respondents were requested to read various statements on (a) accent (for example, accent could play a significant role in positive evaluations), (b) attire (for example,
candidates not appropriately attired in Western style could have difficulty in gaining entry into the organisation), (c) non-Anglo names (for example, non-Anglo names can have an unfavourable influence during the short-listing phase) and (d) religion (for example, overtly displayed religious affiliations of candidates could unfavourably influence the recruitment of such individuals). Respondents were then required to indicate the extent of agreement or disagreement through a four-point Likert scale (1 being ‘strongly disagree’ and 4 ‘strongly agree’). Control variables consisted of the items age, gender, recruitment decision maker’s exposure to diverse cultures, ethnic origin, seniority of decision maker, organisational size and diversity of clientele.

Data analysis

Several tests were used to analyse the data between various subgroups. Initially, t-tests were used to examine variables between groups. Examination of skewness and QQ plots were used as tests for normality, and Likert data was initially treated as interval. Levene tests were used to test equal variance between groups and the appropriate t-test results were then interpreted.

However, the four-point Likert scale data may be treated as ordinal rather than interval. As such, in addition to the above tests Mann-Whitney U (Wilcoxon Rank Sum) tests were also conducted on the same subgroups against the same set of dependent variables. The Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric test for assessing the identical probability distributions of two populations (Kvanli et al., 2000). It was used to identify the similarities and differences between groups such as the mainly Australian white clientele compared to the more diverse clientele. Any significant statistical differences suggest that the dependent variable differed significantly as a function of group. Both tests (the t-test and the Wilcoxon rank-sum) revealed almost identical significant differences, with the only differences being the degree of significance. When tests differed in significance, Wilcoxon rank-sum results
were interpreted, because they provide a more conservative measure of between-group differences.

In order to further ascertain whether greater cultural awareness might result in a tendency to disagree with the POF items listed in Table 2, Spearman’s correlational analyses were conducted. Spearman’s correlations were used rather than Pearson’s, because Likert data with fewer than five points is better treated as ordinal rather than interval. Accordingly, linear/multiple regression analyses were not conducted to avoid violations of basic assumptions of normality and heteroskedasticity.

Independent variables included gender, generation, ethnicity of clientele, cultural understanding of decision makers and ethnicity of senior management. An alpha level set at $\alpha = 0.05$ was used as a measure of significance for all statistical tests.

Overall, crosstabs support the original results of the t-tests; however, logical regression models do not. Rather, they support the notion that increased agreement with these statements means that the respondent is more likely to have a high cultural understanding. The variance explained by these models is very small, indicating small effect sizes.

Results

The means and standard deviations of the responses to the key variables are provided in Table 2. Table 3 describes significant differences between groups and relevant Wilcoxon signed rank test results.

< insert Table 2 near here >

< insert Table 3 near here >
With regard to the accent of immigrant candidates, the findings support our first hypothesis: that recruitment decision making concerning the perception of fit of particular ethnic groups was negatively related to heavy accents. This effect was found between decision makers from white Australian backgrounds against those that were accepting of or originated from an immigrant background, with the former group having a significantly greater tendency to agree that a candidate’s accent could play a significant role in their positive evaluation.

Regarding non-Western attire of immigrant candidates, the findings support our second hypothesis: recruitment decision making concerning the perception of fit of particular ethnic groups was negatively related to non-Western attire. Candidates not appropriately attired in a Western style applying for positions were thought to have a difficult passage to entry. When respondents were divided into various subgroups including the ethnicity of decision makers, ethnicity of clientele and cultural understanding of decision makers, organisations with Anglo-Austrian clientele, decision makers with low cultural understanding or from a white Australian background were significantly more likely to agree with this statement, as described in Table 2.

Our third hypothesis was also supported regarding candidates’ non-Anglo names: recruitment decision making concerning the perception of fit of particular ethnic groups was negatively related to non-Anglo names. Those companies with mainly white Australian clients agreed significantly more (than those companies with ethnically diverse clientele) that a non-Anglo, ethnic-sounding name can have an unfavourable influence during the short-listing phase (Table 2). These types of clients also perceived that it is important for candidates to maintain eye contact during interviews and demonstrate their knowledge of the
most popular Australian sports to project a better fit with the culture (W = 23766.59, p = 0.000).

Candidates from Indian, Chinese and South East Asian backgrounds were most likely to be negatively affected during the short-listing phase. The findings show that white Australian decision makers typically had concerns about fit regarding those of Indian, South East Asian, and Chinese backgrounds in comparison to ethnically diverse decision makers. The results, however, were not significant for Lebanese or Middle Eastern ethnicities. Significant results are presented in Table 4.

< insert Table 4 here >

In terms of the religious affiliation of candidates, the findings support Hypothesis 4: recruitment decision making concerning the perception of fit of particular ethnic groups was negatively related to religious affiliations. When cultural understanding was low (compared to high) this group of respondents were significantly more likely to agree with the statement ‘overtly displayed religious affiliations of candidates could unfavourably influence the recruitment of such individuals’.

Data were also analysed in relation to demographic variables. For example, for entry-level IT positions, personal attributes and work experience were favoured significantly over qualifications, as determined by a Friedman’s between group analysis $x^2(2, N = 301) = 62.80$, p = .00. Similarly for middle and senior management IT positions, work experience was favoured over personal attributes, which in turn were favoured over qualifications $x^2(2, N = 301) = 203.01$, $x^2(2, N = 301) = 62.80$ respectively. Furthermore, large organisations (with more than 100 employees) were more significantly likely to use tick-box approaches during their recruitment process in comparison to smaller organisations ($U = 5798$, Z = -2.82, p =
Small organisations were more likely to use word-of-mouth referrals than large organisations as determined by a crosstabs analysis (R = 26.24, df = 3, p = .00). There were no significant differences between large and small organisations in their perceptions of fit.

Support for all of the hypotheses means that during the short-listing process, accent, non-Western attire, non-Anglo names and the religious affiliation attributes of candidates negatively influenced the recruitment and short listing of particular ethnic groups. Specifically, this was most relevant for groups that dealt with predominantly Anglo clients or when decision makers in an organisation were judged by respondents as having limited cultural understanding or exposure.

Discussion

This study examined the attributes religion, attire, accent and non-Anglo names in the context of workforce recruitment in the IT industry. Drawing on the limited number of studies that have focused on these individual attributes during the recruitment phase, we hypothesized that recruitment decision making concerning the perception of fit of particular migrant ethnic candidates was negatively related to heavy accents, non-Western attire, religious affiliations and non-Anglo names. Subsequent analysis of the survey data confirmed these hypotheses. In other words, heavy accents, non-Western attire, overtly displayed religious affiliations and non-Anglo names can have an unfavourable influence on decision makers during the short-listing process. As determined in earlier research (see Lippi-Green, 1997; Carlsson and Rooth, 2007; Hosoda and Stone-Romero, 2010; Ghumman et al., 2013; King and Ahmad, 2010; Oreopoulos, 2011), these unfavourable influences in turn may explain the poorer employment outcomes for those candidates exhibiting such attributes.
Support for the similarity effect was also ascertained through this research by analysing responses on the basis of recruitment decision makers’ exposure to diverse cultures and decision makers’ ethnic origins. The findings suggest that decision makers from white Australian backgrounds (compared to those from an immigrant background) and those with low cultural understanding/exposure were more likely to agree that a heavy accent, non-Western attire, ethnic-sounding name or religious affiliation could unfavourably influence the recruitment of immigrant candidates exhibiting these attributes. As such, the background of the decision maker and their exposure to cultural diversity plays a key part in how immigrant professionals are evaluated. White Australian decision makers were also more likely (than ethnically diverse decision makers) to question the ‘culture fit’ of candidates from Indian, Chinese and South East Asian background (Table 4). These ethnic groups were therefore the most likely to be negatively affected during the short-listing phase, despite being in the top four source countries for the 2011–12 Australian migration program.

To further explore this finding, the in-group/out-group dichotomy that underlies SIT could be used. SIT suggests humans naturally align themselves into social groups and categories, including those relating to age, gender and ethnicity (Goldberg et al., 2010; Sacco et al., 2003), and are therefore more likely to identify with their in-group (those with whom they share similarities) than with their out-group (those from whom they are dissimilar) (Aviram, 2007). Ben-Ner et al. (2006) suggest that in addition to increased attraction to those in the in-group, people are also willing to share, give and communicate more with those who resemble and share identity. The perceptual biases that exist against migrants to Australia may provide further insight.

Interestingly, the four investigated attributes were less likely to negatively influence evaluations of skilled immigrants by those decision makers who had greater exposure to
cultural diversity. This suggests that candidate evaluations are influenced not only by their ‘foreignness’, but by the exposure that the decision maker has had to cultural diversity. These findings also support Binder et al.’s (2009) suggestion that contact between minority and majority groups acts to reduce prejudice within majority group members (Binder et al., 2009). Conversely, prejudice acts to reduce contact (Binder et al., 2009), suggesting that employers who hold prejudicial beliefs against visible migrants are likely to avoid contact with them, preventing any opportunity for such beliefs to be reduced.

Those organisations with mainly white Australia clientele also tended to agree that a non-Anglo name, lack of eye contact, non-Anglo attire and lack of understanding of popular sports would lead to more unfavourable evaluations of migrant candidates. Those with Anglo clients also tended to be more concerned regarding the culture fit of those from India, South East Asia and China. In these instances, it appears that factors beyond the demographics of the decision makers play a part in the evaluation of immigrant candidates. Consequently, even where decision makers have had cultural exposure, the demographics of the clientele may lead immigrant candidates to be adversely affected during the short-listing phase.

These results provide additional evidence of the inadequacy of the HCT in effectively explaining the skill underutilization phenomenon in Australia. While HCT posits that the job outcomes of migrants are positively associated with their education and training (Markus, 2009), even where candidates are adequately qualified for positions, the findings from this study suggests that migrants’ qualifications do not carry as much weight in the short-listing phase as their personal attributes or work experience. Wagner and Childs (2006) suggest that local work experience is perceived by employers as evidence of the candidate’s ability to integrate socially and culturally, and is thus considered a key determinant in judging a candidate’s potential fit within the organisation. Furthermore, as determined by Hebbani and
Colic-Peisker (2012), the performance of skilled migrants in interviews can be negatively affected by cultural differences, with differences in the use of eye contact, gestures and body language being related to poorer outcomes. Knowledge of popular sports can also be considered an indicator of culture fit, with those candidates exhibiting this attribute more likely to be judged favourably.

Thus, contrary to the HCT, these findings suggest that holding a relevant qualification, even one that is recognized as part of the national skilled migrant visa program, is no guarantee of employment at skill-accredited levels. Local work experience, personal attributes (particularly those that are more Anglo in nature) and overall cultural fit are considered by decision makers to be of much greater importance. This provides support for the thesis that the transferability of skills is affected by the cultural and social backgrounds of migrants (see Kostenko et al., 2012). While at the macro level similarities in labour market structure, institutional settings and specific skills are necessary to facilitate the effective transfer of human capital (Kostenko et al., 2012), at the micro-level, the similarity effect is also an important mediator in this process.

**Theoretical and practical contributions**

While previous studies have explored the challenges experienced by migrants in finding employment (e.g. Ball and Haque, 2003; Carlsson and Rooth, 2007; Oreopoulos, 2011; Ghumman, 2013), these studies have focussed on surface-level factors, and have not examined the relationship between migrant job-seeker attributes and employer attributes. By adopting an employer perspective using SIT, and examining a broader range of job seeker-attributes, in this paper we aimed to develop a deeper understanding of the migrant skill
underutilisation phenomenon. In addition, by undertaking this study, the limitations of HCT in explaining migrant skill underutilisation is further emphasised.

The assumption of the HCT is that job seekers have perfect information and are perfectly mobile, and that the labour market treats all potential labour equally based on their skills (Block, 1990; Evans & Kelley, 1991). While this theory emphasises the importance of investment in education in imparting value to the future worker, it does not directly address the fact that this value must be harnessed in the labour market by employers in order for the human capital invested to be realised (Livingstone, 1999). Here, the concept of symbolic capital, defined by Al Ariss and Syed (2011, p. 295) as ‘the reflected power that gives individuals the ability to accumulate and deploy social, cultural and economic capital’ is particularly relevant. As O’zbilgin and Tatli (2005) explain, the ‘harnessing’ of talent is contingent on the individual and collective perceptions surrounding the symbolic value of the capital.

Nevertheless, within the realm of HCT, the role of employers in influencing labour market outcomes of the immigrant professional is not recognised. The newly arrived immigrant is deemed responsible for socially integrating and finding employment that aligns with their skill level. When these new immigrants are unable to gain employment that effectively utilises their skills, this too is seen as a failure to live up to their responsibility (Becker, 1971; Welch, 1975).

The literature from the social psychology field provides an alternative explanation for the migrant skill underutilization phenomenon by focusing on the perceptions and behaviours of decision makers during the recruitment process. Herein lies one of the key theoretical contributions of this paper. The similarity effect paradigm in particular offers insight into
factors that influence decision makers’ evaluations of immigrant candidates during the short-listing phase. Evidence for the existence of a similarity effect is well established in the social psychology literature, with meta-analyses consistently confirming that demographic similarities between two people will result in a greater chance of reciprocal liking and interpersonal attraction (Byrne, 1971; Montoya and Horton, 2012). While there are several models that support this theory, there is a surprising paucity of research on how the similarity effect influences the job recruitment process. Nevertheless, the research that has been conducted (for example, Harrisons et al., 1998; Ghumman et al., 2013) suggests that decision makers in the recruitment phase rely on salient candidate attributes such as candidate accent, skin colour and dress to construct their judgements about candidate suitability and fit. Candidates with attributes that are similar to those of the decision maker(s) or current employees are likely to be judged more favourably than those that do not possess similar attributes.

In view of the above, the findings of this study have three main theoretical implications. First, we have added to the literature on recruitment decision making of skilled immigrants by demonstrating that, in addition to HCT, personal factors such as applicant’s religion, accent, attire and non-Anglo names have an important bearing on recruitment decision making outcomes. Earlier studies have focused only on job seeker factors and in an isolated manner, and have not explored the interaction between job seeker and decision-maker attributes. Second, we introduced a social psychology perspective to explaining why these four factors could impact on recruitment decision making outcomes. Adopting an employer perspective is a novel approach as far as the existing body of literature is concerned, and is helpful in theorising about the effects of skilled immigrant recruitment decision making beyond the HCT framework. Through this approach, we have offered a
theoretical rationale and underlying mechanism that might explain why certain immigrant recruitment decision making outcomes may not reflect the qualification standards and work experience levels of skilled immigrant applicants. Third, we demonstrate that factors beyond the demographics of the decision maker, that is, decision makers’ cultural exposure and the diversity of the client base can play a vital part in the evaluation outcomes of skilled immigrant candidates.

In terms of practical implications, our results provide support for the suggestion that organisations should develop intervention programs to inculcate among recruitment decision makers better awareness to recognise how an immigrant applicant’s personal attributes such as religion, accent, non-Anglo names and attire can affect their decision outcome. These could take the form of building awareness in decision makers through training seminars showcasing skilled immigrant applicants’ recruitment experiences. Furthermore, mechanisms to counter the similarity effect on immigrant recruitment decision making stemming from the recruitment decision makers’ exposure to diverse cultures and the diversity of clientele should be formulated and implemented. For instance, as opposed to individual decision making, organisations could promote group decision making whereby decision outcomes are likely to be based on greater diversity in ethnic and cultural experiences.

**Limitations and future research**

Despite the fact that the research propositions and findings from this research make several contributions, future researchers need to be aware of the key limitations of this study. The first is the sample size and context of the research. This quantitative study was based on employers who recruit IT professionals in New South Wales, Australia. Consequently, it is a selective sample that covered one occupational group in a specific
region in Australia. It is recommended that researchers extend this research to other occupational groups (such as nursing and engineering) other geographical areas, using a combination of a quantitative and qualitative approaches.

The second key limitation is that this research ignored the gender perspective. Generally, the IT occupation tends to have more males than females. For example, according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2001), 78% of the computer professionals in Australia were males. Researchers could consider adopting a gender sensitive approach to examining whether the recruitment and selection behaviour of employers varies according to the gender of the participating decision maker and the gender of the immigrant applicant.

It may also be useful to extend this research to examine how the employer’s level of exposure to diversity and international business practices, their origin and the diversity of the clientele can moderate their assessment of migrants’ career development and progression after recruitment to the organisation. Such an examination may give researchers some insight into the long-term skill use of immigrant professionals. This may involve a longitudinal study on the employers and their human resource management of skilled immigrant professionals across some of the key occupational groups, industries and different organisational sizes. Such an in-depth longitudinal study can support immigration policy in Australia to keep abreast of the changing needs of the employers and thus remain competitive globally.
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Figure 1 Study variables and relationships
Table 1: Demographic details of sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of People in Organisation</th>
<th>Frequency (n)</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-500</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500+</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ethnic Composition of Senior Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnically Diverse</th>
<th>Frequency (n)</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anglo/Celtic but non-Australian</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainly white Australian</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predominantly non-Anglo</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender Majority of Organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Male</th>
<th>Frequency (n)</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Majority Male</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Female</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenly Balanced</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generation Majority of Organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mainly Baby Boomers</th>
<th>Frequency (n)</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainly Generation X and Y</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenly Balanced</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Decision makers who have worked mainly with Anglo/Celtic Australians (n=36)</td>
<td>Decision makers who originate from immigrant backgrounds or have ethnically diverse social networks and are accepting of immigrant candidates (n=128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent</td>
<td>2.92 (.73)*</td>
<td>2.56 (.78)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attire</td>
<td>2.69 (.89)*</td>
<td>2.42 (.81)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Anglo names</td>
<td>2.56 (.84)*</td>
<td>2.17 (.85)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious affiliation</td>
<td>2.69 (.89)</td>
<td>2.45 (.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent</td>
<td>2.68 (.70)</td>
<td>2.55 (.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attire</td>
<td>2.80 (.79)*</td>
<td>2.28 (.81)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Anglo names</td>
<td>2.42 (.86)*</td>
<td>2.08 (.78)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent</td>
<td>2.52 (.75)</td>
<td>2.68 (.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attire</td>
<td>2.37 (.80)</td>
<td>2.43 (.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Anglo names</td>
<td>2.06 (.77)*</td>
<td>2.30 (.85)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious affiliation</td>
<td>2.34 (.75)</td>
<td>2.46 (.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent</td>
<td>2.57 (.76)</td>
<td>2.69 (.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attire</td>
<td>2.43 (.83)</td>
<td>2.41 (.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Anglo names</td>
<td>2.23 (.82)</td>
<td>2.10 (.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test Statistics</td>
<td>Decision makers who have worked mainly with Anglo/Celtic Australians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Anglo names Accent</td>
<td>U=2067, Z=-2.13, p=.033</td>
<td>103.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attire</td>
<td>U=1901.5, Z=-2.86, p=.004</td>
<td>104.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>108.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=1878, Z=-2.92, p=.004</td>
<td>113.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=2352, Z=-2.48, p=.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability of PEM</td>
<td>Anglo Australian Clientele</td>
<td>166.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attire</td>
<td>U=4843.5, z=-4.579, p=.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant difference between groups as determined by t-tests and Wilcoxon signed rank tests.

Table 3: Mann Whitney U (Wilcoxon Rank Sum) Test Results
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Mean 1</th>
<th>Mean 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Anglo name</strong></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>156.03</td>
<td>125.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye contact</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>152.54</td>
<td>126.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=5659.5, z=-3.180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=5849, z=-2.973,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnic composition of senior management</strong></td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=6303, Z=-2.19,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.029</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Anglo names</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious affiliations</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>154.91</td>
<td>130.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>151.71</td>
<td>131.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>158.17</td>
<td>128.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=8133, Z=-2.72,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=8282, Z=-2.24,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=7729.5, Z=-3.25,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attire</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>124</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglo Australian Clientele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnically Diverse Clientele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attire</strong></td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>166.77</td>
<td>121.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Anglo Name Eye Contact</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>156.03</td>
<td>125.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>152.54</td>
<td>126.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=5659.50, Z=-3.18,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=5849, Z=-2.97,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U=4843.50, Z=-4.58,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p=.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Between group comparisons for concerns for suitability of ethnic groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnic group</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney U statistic</th>
<th>White Australian (n=128)</th>
<th>Ethnically Diverse (n=133)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South East Asian</td>
<td>U=7067.50, Z=-2.62, p=.009</td>
<td>142.29</td>
<td>120.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>U=7342.50, z=-2.09, p=.036</td>
<td>138.93</td>
<td>123.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>U=7325, z=-2.15, p=.032</td>
<td>140.27</td>
<td>122.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


